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Chapter 1
What’s New in SAS IT Resource Management 3.10

Overview
Among the key new features of SAS IT Resource Management 3.10 are the following:
• “Report Center Web Application Re-designed and Simplified” on page 1
• “Changes and Enhancements to Existing Adapters” on page 2
• “Enhancements to Documentation” on page 2

Report Center Web Application Re-designed and Simplified

• Re-designed using HTML5
• A single workspace replaces the Home, Gallery, Resource and Administration workspace
• Watch List, Alerts and Recent Work eliminated
• Dynamic filtering of reports replaces the Galleries and Albums
• Search capability scope increased to search all content instead of individual Albums and Galleries
• Administration
  • Report Center Metadata roles (IT Resource Management: Administrator and IT Resource Management: User) eliminated
• Support for multiple IT Resource Management, SAS Content Server locations eliminated

• Migration
  • Gallery and Album definitions eliminated
  • In the case that multiple SAS Content Server locations were used in Report Center environments migrating to SAS IT Resource Management 3.10, the Report Center application continues to read content from those locations. The user group access restrictions to the content in those multiple SAS Content Server locations are not applicable after it is migrated to SAS IT Resource Management 3.10.

Changes and Enhancements to Existing Adapters

• VMware vCenter and VMware Data Acquisition Adapter updates to support the VCenter Server Appliance vPostgres database.
  • For sites using the embedded VMware vCenter vPostgres database (implemented as a closed system), a method was added to use VMware utilities to copy the vCenter database for use as input to the IT Resource Management Adapter for VMware vCenter are provided.

• MXG Adapter Updates supporting MXG 36.36

• SNMP Adapter snmpvars file used by the sample UNIX script (snmpkcf) updated to include 64–bit counters to be gathered from each device

• Microsoft System Center Operations Manager updates for Disk Tables

Enhancements to Documentation

The following additions and enhancements were made to the documentation for SAS IT Resource Management 3.10:

• Documentation for SAS IT Resource Management 3.10 resides in the Help Center.

• Enhancements that support the changes listed here as well as corrections to the software were made to the following documents:
  • SAS IT Resource Management 3.10: Administrator’s Guide
  • SAS IT Resource Management 3.10 Migration Guide
  • SAS IT Resource Management 3.10 Reporting Guide
  • SAS IT Resource Management 3.10 Report Center Guide
  • SAS IT Resource Management 3.10 Data Model
  • SAS IT Resource Management 3.10 Data Model Changes from SAS IT Resource Management 3.9